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This article may contain an excessive amount of complex details that may only interest a specific audience. Please help by disabling or relocating any relevant information, and by removing excessive details that may be against Wikipedia's inclusion policy. (November 2017) (Learn how and when to delete this template message) Maps
against humanityDesignersJosh DillonDaniel DranoveEli HalpernBen HantootDavid MunkDavid PinsofMax TemkinEliot WeinsteinPubCards Against Humanity LLCRelease dateMay 2011; 9 years ago (2011-05) Players3 - 20'Age range17'Cards550 (1.0), 600 (2.0) (basic set)DeckDedicatedPlaying time30 min - 90
minWebsitewww.cardsagainsthumanity.com Against Cards Humanity - is a party game, in which players fill in empty statements using words or phrases commonly considered offensive, offensive, offensive, or politically incorrect, printed on playing cards. It was compared to the 1999 card game Apples to Apples and emerged from a
Kickstarter campaign in 2011. Its name refers to the phrase of a crime against humanity, reflecting its politically incorrect content. Development Maps Against Humanity was created by a group of eight Highland Park High School graduates, including Ben Huntut and Max Temkin. Heavily influenced by the popular card game Apples to
Apples, it was originally called Cardenfreude (pun on Schadenfreude) and included a group of players highlighting the most abstract and, often, humorous answer to a question on the subject. The name was later changed to Maps Against Humanity, with answers pre-written on white maps known today. Co-creator Ben Hantoot cited his
experience with various games such as Magic: The Gathering, Balderdash and Charades as inspiration, and noted that Mad Libs was the most direct influence on the game. The game was funded by a crowdfunding campaign on Kickstarter and influenced by a previous crowdfunding campaign to develop a book about the design of the
campaign of then-President Barack Obama. The campaign began on 1 December 2010; he fulfilled his goal of $4,000 in two weeks. The campaign ended on January 30, 2011 and raised more than $15,000; just under 400% of its original purpose. With this extra money raised for the game, the creators added fifty more cards to the game
itself. Gameplay Black card question and white card answer to start the game, each player draws ten white cards. According to the rule book provided by the game, a person who has just recently defecates (a form of primitive randomization) begins as a Card King (or Card King) and plays a black card face up. The king's card then reads
the question or fill in-empty phrases on map out loud. Other players answer a question or fill in the blanks by passing one white card (or how much a black card requires), face down to the king of the card. Teh Teh The king shuffles all the answers and shares each combination of cards with the group. For the full effect, the card king will
usually have to reread the black card before submitting each answer. The card king then chooses the funniest play, and whoever introduced it gets one awesome point. After the round, the new player becomes the card king, and each draws up to 10 white cards. Part of the white card speech is a noun or a gerund, including both individual
words and phrases. Black cards are either filled in with blank statements or questions. Both white and black cards violate these rules in rare cases. The rules don't know how to win a game- the object is just to have fun. The rules in cards against humanity are flexible and can be changed with many house rules (which are listed in the
rules) that players can include (e.g., winning cards are democratically selected, the ability to trade points for cards, points given in rows, etc.). Official rules include additional provisions for gambling previously won by Awesome Points for the right to play additional white cards during the round. The release and sale of a stack of Cards
Against Humanity boxes at Fan Expo Canada 2013 After six months of development, Cards Against Humanity was officially released in May 2011. A month later, he became the number one game on the Amazon.com. Since its release, CAH has gradually become more popular and has seen sales growth over the years. The Chicago Sun-
Times estimated that CAH earned at least $12 million in profits, and according to the company, customers have downloaded the pdf file 1.5 million times in the year since it began tracking the numbers. In October 2011, the game was exhibited as part of the Big Games zone of the annual IndieCade Games Festival in Culver City, where
the first expansion was announced. An extension was released in November 2011. It sold out in three days. The first extension contained 100 new cards and 12 empty cards. Basic gaming cards are licensed under CC-BY-NC-SA 2.0 license and can be downloaded on their website. Black Friday shares since 2013, the creators of Cards
Against Humanity hold satirical rallies on Black Friday. In 2013, an anti-sale was held, in which the cost of the game was raised by $5. Despite the higher price, the game retained its bestseller status on Amazon and experienced a slight spike in sales during that period. In 2014, to help you experience the maximum savings on cards
against humanity, the game and its extensions were removed from the online store and replaced with boxes containing sterilized bovine faeces, sold for $6 each. More than 30,000 boxes were sold. The 2016 Holiday Hole, dug in 2015, the online game store was replaced by an order form with the offer Give cards against humanity $5 and
get nothing in The proposal was justified by claiming that the greatest Black Friday gift was all nothing buying. We offer that for a rock-bottom price of $5. How can you afford not to take advantage of this incredible opportunity?, and that what money will be used for will be announced soon. 11,248 customers spent $71,145 on offer during
the campaign. The money was split equally among the members of the Cards Against Humanity team, who were asked to report on what they had spent their money on. Many of them have made donations to charities. In 2016, the creators began a live broadcast of the Holiday Hole digs in Oregon, Illinois, and said they would continue to
dig the hole as long as they continued to receive donations. The creators have stated no reason for the hole nor any planned use of money, and have explicitly ruled out the charity in frequently asked questions, asking the reader why you are not giving all this money to charity? It's your money. $100,573 was raised. Later this week, the
hole was filled and re-sated. Before Black Friday in 2017, the potato chip brand, known as Original Prongles (a parody of Pringles), was seen in several Target stores, with a package featuring a pig mascot and the slogan Once You Pop... That's great!. On Black Friday, the website Cards Against Humanity was redirected to the
OriginalProngles.com website, which announced that the creators of Cards Against Humanity had left the gaming industry in favor of snacks, with a commitment to bold tastes and bold thinking. In an interview with FoxNews.com, Max Temkin and Josh Dillon (who called themselves chief taste officers of Prongles) said That Prongles and
his pork mascot were inspired by U.S. President Donald Trump, adding that if you love President Donald Trump, we guarantee you to sniff the spicy onions and thick creamy flavors of Original Prongles. That's why we promise to make America CRUNCH again™! In 2018, the creators held 99 percent of the sale, selling random items (such
as a used Ford Fiesta 2015, medieval weapons and even cash) for a 99% discount, with a new item every 10 minutes. The creators stated that the action was 100% real and possibly a very bad idea. The Cards Against Humanity extensions and additional products come as a base set, with six separate commercially available extensions,
nine themed packages and one additional accessory. There are also three international editions and twenty limited-access releases. On July 28, 2015, Cards Against Humanity announced the development of a themed expansion package featuring 30 maps that were created by famous designers riffing on comedian George Carlin's Seven
Dirty Words. All proceeds transferred to the Chicago Design Museum. In July 2017, a special edition of the basic game Cards Against Humanity For Her was presented in support of EMILY EMILY EMILY The U.S. Political Action Committee, which is designed to help elect women in favor of the Democratic nominee, to the post. Like the
satire on the pink tax, it's exactly the same except for the $5 more expensive and with pink-colored boxes. Release Date Packsymbol Pack Total Cards White Cards Black Cards Notes New Empty Empty Basic Cards Vs. Humanity 1.0 550 460 - 90 - Original Game. No longer available (wither, except version 2.0). Cards vs. Humanity 2.0
600 500 - 100 - New version of the basic set, expanded to 600 cards (50 more than before). It also has more than 150 new cards that replace outdated jokes. Canadian edition 550 460 - 90 - Replaces some U.S.-oriented jokes with those targeted at canadians. Only available in Canada. I don't mind. UK Edition 550 460 - 90 - Replaces
some US-oriented jokes with those targeted at the British people. Available only in the UK. No, no, no. Australian edition 550 460 - 90 - Replaces some US-oriented jokes with those aimed at australians. Only available in Australia and New York. Expansion Packages 1 First Expansion 112 80 8 8 20 4 No longer available (excluding Red
Box) 2 Second extension 112 75 8 25 4 3 Third extension 112 75 8 25 4 Fourth extension 112 70 8 30 4 No longer available (for excluding Blue Box) 5 Fifth Extension 112 75 8 25 4 6 Sixth Extension 112 75 8 25 4 ⬟ (with black waves) Absurd Box November 2018 300 255 - 45 - ♦ Red Box November 2016 300 230 - 70 - Contains the
same cards as extensions 1, 2 and 3 (no blank cards) ▲ Blue Box November 2016 300 220 - 80 - Contains the same cards, That and Extensions 4, 5 and 6 (no blank cards) - Green Box November 2016 300 245 - 55 - Smaller themed packs Big Black Box 51 21 40 - 10 Empty Storage Case that can hold cards against humanity and every
expansion; Also contains blank cards, box extensions, 10 card dividers, foam filler, and a card hidden under the inner lining of the paper lid. No longer available (backed by the New Bigger Blacker Box). The new Bigger Blacker Box November 2016 53 23 40 - 10 Big version of the previous Bigger Blacker Box; contains everything in the
Bigger Blacker Box, except foam blocks and dividers, also contains a procedurally generated map and a map hidden under the inner paper lining at the bottom, as well as in the top cover. (Buttocks) Ass Pack November 2019 30 27 - 3 - Includes cards written by Sir Mix-a-Lot. 00s 2000s Nostalgia Pack November 2019 30 25 - 5 - 2000s
themed. A.I. Pack December 2019 30 30 - - Black Friday A.I. vs. Man Pack Edition. A.I. written cards. Vitruvian Man Pack December 2019 30 28 - 2 - Black Friday A.I. vs. Man Pack Edition. Maps written by CAH writers. (Three drops Period Pack July 2017 30 24 - 6 - Comes with a few surprises for your special time. (Pride Flag) Pride
Pride July 2018 30 25 - 5 - profit donated to Howard Brown Health. No, no. Theatre Pack 30 25 - 5 - (Star) Saves America Pack 30 23 - 7 - (Plastic Cup) College Pack 30 24 - 6 - Comes with 18 x 24 Poster (Sperm) Dad Pack June 2018 30 24 - 6 - Released on Father's Day 2018. The package comes in a selection of 9 fake DVD cases.
(Crossed Knife and Spoon) Food Pack 30 24 - 6 - In collaboration with Lucky Peach magazine (marijuana sheet) Weed Pack July 2017 30 25 - 5 - Profit Donated Marijuana Policy Project (Hit MagicAchi Wand) Fantasy Pack 32 26 - 266 - Profit, Donated to Pat Rothfuss' Worldbuilders 90s Nostalgia Pack 30 23 - 7 - 1990s themed - World
Wide Web Pack 30 21 - 9 - Maps Written by anonymous Reddit users; profit donated to the Electronic Frontier Foundation (Star of David) Jew Pack 2015 30 25 - 5 - Originally released as 2015 Holiday Pack, with 150,000 copies, Sent people signed up for Eight Reasonable Gifts for Hanukkah (D-pad) Geek Pack 30 30 24 - 6 - Previously
released on PAX East and PAX Prime in 2013 and 2014 (Rocket) Sci-Fi Pack December 2016 30 23 - 7 - Profit donated by Worldbuilders (abstract symbol) Design Pack 30 30 - - - - fully illustrated by various graphic designers; Profit Donated to the Chicago Museum of Design Science Pack 30 23 - 7 - Profit Donated to The Ambassador's
Scholarship (Snowflake) 2012 Holiday Pack 2012 30 23 - 7 - Profit, Donated to the Wikimedia Foundation (Santa Hat) 2013 Holiday Pack 2013 30 21 - 9 - Profit Donated DonorsChoose.org (Bauble) 2014 Holiday Pack 2014 30 24 - 6 - Profit Donated Foundation Your Shitty Jokes November 2016 50 - 40 - 10 - Empty Cards also sold as
your stupid jokes in retail stores. Originally released as part of the America Votes Against Humanity program during the 2016 U.S. presidential election. No longer available. Vote for the Trump Pack August 2016 15 12 - 3 - Donald Trump-themed; Originally released as part of the America Votes Against Humanity program during the 2016
U.S. presidential election, the Post Trump Pack 25 22 -3 is no longer available - and the Canadian conversion kit 26 21 - 5 - contains two instruction cards with suggestions on how to swap American cards from a U.S. base installed with Canadian ones. No longer available (except for the basic set of Canadian editions). (Smiling Sun) A
few new cards we crammed into this set of 10 7 - 3 - Part hidden gems Bundle (Amazon exclusive). (Christmas Gift) Seasons Greetings Pack 30 23 - 7 - Part of Hidden Gems Bundle (Amazon Exclusive). Features of 18 cards originally issued in 2012, and 2014 Holiday Packs, plus 12 new Christmas-themed postcards. Limited release
packages Pack 24 16 - 8 - Each one of the creators chose three cards that were rejected from printing. Reject Pack 2 34 24 - 10 - Given to attend a concert against humanity at Gen Con 2015 House of Cards vs. Humanity 25 16 - 9 - Based on House of Cards 10,000 copies (sold in 45 minutes) (A meeple) TableTop Expansion Pack 15 12
- 3 - $20 reward contribution for the TableTop campaign. It also came with a white pin with the words No 20 to make TableTop on it. PAX Prime Prime 2012 Goof Pack 14 9 - 5 - Given to replace typos in v1.2; also included new cards (as included in v1.3) PAX East 2013 Promo packages 10 8 - 2 - Pack A 10 8 - 2 - Pack B 10 8 - 2 - Pack
C PAX Prime 2013 Promo Packages 44 37 - 7 - Accidentally issue booster PAX East 2014 Promo Packages 27 22 - 5 - Accidentally Inserted Booster Packages in PAX East 2014 Panel Pack 10 8 - 2 - 2 - Given to participate in the card against humanity panel PAX Prime 2014 Panel Pack 10 5 - 5 - Given to participate in the card-against-
humanity panel PAX Prime 2015 Food Pack Preview release 30 24 - 6 - Contains one other card from the final release, handed out inside the popsicle in three different flavors (cherry, coconut and mango). Packages have been distributed from the re-purpose of the ice cream truck with cards against humanity signs (Maps Popsicle
humanity). Each of the three-piece Food Pack was sold for $3. (The man opening the safe) Ten days or something in that of The Kwanzaa Safe Opener CardBeing is the crazy man who opened the safe. 1 1 - - - 12 copies found in a safe in Hawaii 2 Islands Ten Days or any other of the Kwanzaa Slot Card 1 1 - - - - 250,000 copies, Found
in a safe in Hawaii 2 Islands (paper shopping bag) Retail Pack 5 3 - 2 - a special bundle of cards is only available through independent brick and mortar retailers approved for sale of the game Hanukkah Lol Pack 7 - - - - only printed 3 times Fascism Pack 17 15 - 2 - $30 contribution reward for the secret Hitler Campaign on Kickstarter; in
the exclusive foil package (Capitol Dome) Intermediate package September 2018 18 16 - 2 - Pack encouraging people to vote Democratic. Profits donated to run for something. (Radiation Symbol) Trump Bug Out Pack 25 22 - 3 - Packaged with Donald Trump Bug-Out Bag Retail Products Pack 20 19 - 1 - Silver Package sold in exclusive
target stores (includes $1 bill inside the package) Please don't buy this product 1 1 - - - - - 69-inch box containing one metal foil card. Mass Effect Pack 14 10 - 4 - Maps based on the Mass Effect video game series (Eye with a solid black cornea) Hidden compartment package July 2017 15 15 - - - - - Special bundle of cards is only
available through the target in-store display CAH and Exploding Kittens demo (Cat) Eyes Theatre Pack 30 27 - 3 - Limited Time Pack, which was provided at random Those who bought the theatrical package, which contains 30 CATS music-themed cards Desert Bus Pack 24 19 - 5 - Special Package Collaboration between Desert Bus
and Cads Against Humanity from Kickstarter Political Engagement and The Nuisance Committee In August 2016, Maps Against Humanity released two America's vote packages for two presidential candidates: Vote for Hillary Pack and Vote for Trump Pack. Each package contains 15 cards of jokes about the candidate. Designer Max
Temkin said the proceeds from both packages would go to the Clinton campaign independently. The group began placing billboards under a political action committee called the Nuisance Committee. Temkin named the PAC after his grandfather, a Jewish prisoner in World War II, who created a committee of troubles to try to annoy his
Nazi captors without being killed. In September, the group advertised on a billboard in Chicago, If Trump is so rich, why didn't he buy this billboard? in October 2016, the Committee on Inconvenience posted a billboard in Dearborn, Michigan, which was printed in Arabic on a black background that read, Donald Trump can't read this, but
he's afraid of it. A billboard on overwatch, which was posted on the anti-Trump theme, was also posted in Orlando, Florida. In November 2018, the Committee on Inconveniences placed billboards against the incumbent Representative of Illinois Peter Roskam. In mid-November 2017, the creators launched the Maps Against Humanity
Save America campaign to protest the Trump administration and Donald Trump's proposed U.S.-Mexico border wall, claiming that Trump was a ridiculous golem who is afraid of something. He's so afraid he wants to build a $20 billion wall that, as everyone knows, he's not going to do anything. It turned out that the creators purchased
vacant land along the wall and retained a law firm specializing in eminent domains to make it as time-consuming and expensive as possible for the wall to be built. It was also announced that those making a $15 donation to the campaign would receive six surprises during December, including additional maps and a map of the
aforementioned land. One of the surprises was the redistribution of the money paid, including 10,000 refunds, and the issuance of cheques of $1,000 to the donors they thought needed them most. The reception game was hailed as the simple but well-executed Chicago Tribune Puzzler, pretty amazing from the A.V. Club, and the game
your party deserves Thrillist. However, in December 2015, the game received a rating of 6.48/10 in reviews on BoardGameGeek. The score earned him a ranking of 146 in games. Reviews note similarities between Cards Against Humanity and Family Card 1999 Apples to Apples. The A.V. Club interview calls the game a kind of apple for
the rough and the jaded. [5] [5] The game stems from its implementation primarily depending on the number of players involved, and the concern of many reviewers that its politically incorrect content may offend certain audiences. In a letter of complaint to The New York Times Magazine, writer Dan Brooks argued, Like America's most
successful brands, Cards Against Humanity positions itself against the masses when in fact it is a massive distilled taste. It is a product of a culture in which the violation of social norms has become an agreed social norm ... Maps against humanity is not really transgressive at all. This is a naughty giggle game for people who think that the
phrase black people are inherently funny... It's terrible that it works. The reliability of the card against humanity, as most people will enjoy only makes it more depressing for those of us immune to its charms. This is, after all, a party game for horrible people. But who else is the party? Brooks's editorial attracted media attention, such as The
A.V. Club and PJ Media. In 2014, a 19-year-old transgender man from Boston posted a photo, burning a map: Passable drag queens. After the post quickly spread, the game's creator Max Temkin apologised, saying: I'm sorry about writing this card, it was a mean-spirited joke. We pulled him out some time ago. Analysis of the game in
2016 showed a strong racial bias in the cards. A fifth of the original deck of cards included race-related answers. Of those cards, only 11 percent of white cards were racially charged, compared with 60 percent of black cards, 60 percent of Hispanic cards, 80 percent of Asian cards and 100 percent of Native American cards. The cards
were coded as racially charged if they spoke to a historical or modern repressive event or stereotype, such as the Trail of Tears, the Hardworking Mexican, or the helpless giggle at the mention of Hutus and Tutsis, all of which are actual cards from the deck. The game has also been criticised for using misogyny, rape and child abuse for
humour. Cards such as Child Abuse, Mass Shooting This Year and Keeping a Child and Snatching All Over It remain in the game's original deck. Rape-related jokes were noted at the beginning of the game's history and were subsequently deleted, but Surprise Sex!, Copping a Feel and Coathanger remain in play. See also the game
portal Apples to Apples - a similar game that influenced the cards against humanity and other names comparing cards Toxit jokes danger under the gun theater Past notes of productions Version 2.0 Maps against Humanity expanded the base set to 600 cards. Inquiries : Chu, Arthur (July 29, 2014). The case against the cards Is Max
Temkin a terrible man? A daily beast. Archive from the original dated November 25, 2017. ^ ^ Against Humanity buys the remote Isle of Man, calls it Hawaii 2 - Portland Press Herald/Maine Sunday Telegram. Portland Press Herald/Maine Sunday Telegram. Archive from the original on December 25, 2014. Matt Weinberger,14, 2017. The
creators of Cards Against Humanity explain the secret of what remains funny even after the authenticity of punk rock has disappeared. Business Insider. Archive from the original dated February 17, 2017. A brief history of cards against humanity is the best game. Best game. February 4, 2017. Archive from the original dated February 5,
2017. Received on February 4, 2017. b Card game for morons. Interview with the Bow AV club. Archive from the original on June 24, 2012. Received on June 13, 2011. Maps Against Humanity: An Offensive Interview. Bones hates me being interviewed. Archive from the original on August 2, 2016. Received on November 11, 2016. Best
Play (February 4, 2017), A Brief History of Maps Against Humanity, Archived from the Original February 10, 2017, received February 4, 2017 - Kimball, Diana. Case Research: Maps Against Humanity. Kickstarter. Archive from the original dated April 7, 2014. Received on April 3, 2014. Maps Against Humanity Page on Kickstarter.
Kickstarter page for maps against humanity. Archive from the original dated August 9, 2011. Received on June 11, 2011. Maps against the Rules of Humanity (PDF). Archive AdMagic Inc. (PDF) from the original dated February 13, 2015. Received on February 7, 2015. Amazon bestsellers, toys and games. Archive from the original dated
February 2, 2016. Megan Graham (May 16, 2014). Eight nerds get rich from a game where Oprah sobs in Lean Kitchen. Chicago Sun-Times. Archive from the original on December 20, 2014. Received on December 21, 2014. IndieCade Big Games 2011. Archive from the original on October 16, 2011. Received on October 11, 2011.
Cards against the expansion of humanity are sold within three days. Maps against humanity. Archive from the original dated February 2, 2016. Carlson, Nicholas. Look what happened when this game company offered an absurd '$5 more' Black Friday deal. Business Insider. Archive from the original dated April 7, 2014. Received on April
2, 2014. Cards against humanity are called Black Friday, they sell cow faeces. Ars Technica. Archive from the original on November 29, 2014. Received on November 30, 2014. Joel Landau (December 16, 2014). Cards Against Humanity is selling 30,000 boxes of actual bull feed on Black Friday. New York Daily News. Archive from the
original dated December 16, 2014. Received on December 16, 2014. Cards Against Humanity made more than $54K without selling anything on Black Friday. Techcrunch. Archive from the original dated November 27, 2016. Received on November 26, 2016. Olanoff, Drew. That's what Cards Against Humanity does with the $71,145 they
made on Black Friday. Techcrunch. December 15, 2015. Received on December 16, 2015. Maps Against Humanity makes thousands of dollars to dig Holiday Hole into the ground (update). Polygon. Archive from the original on November 26, 2016. Received on November 26, 2016. Cards against humanity raise $100,000 to dig a huge
hole. Keeper. Archive from the original on November 29, 2016. Received on November 29, 2016. Maps against humanity have filled its giant hole into nowhere. Cnet. Archive from the original dated December 6, 2016. Received on December 9, 2016. Cards Against Humanity sold Trump-hating potato chips on target on Black Friday.
Adveit. Received on November 28, 2017. Salinger, Tracy. Manufacturer of Pringles-style 'Prongles' chips has finally been revealed. today.com. Received on 28 November 2017. Crowry, Chris. The goal seems to be selling these Prongles - and no one knows why. Grub Street. Received on November 28, 2017. Buckley, Sean. Cards
Against Humanity sells diamonds, TVs, actual money and more for a 99% discount. Cnet. Received on December 19, 2018. It's a 100% real and perhaps very bad idea: Cards Against Humanity sells used cars, medieval guns, TVs, and even $100 bills for a 99% discount. Business Insider. Received on November 27, 2018. Cards against
humanity offer Carlin 7 bad words for a good cause. ChicagoTribune.com archive from the original dated February 2, 2016. Sarkar, Samit (July 11, 2017). Cards Against Humanity takes on a pink tax with for her box. Polygon. Received on July 12, 2017. Purpose: Maps vs. Humanity game - your goofy jokes. Received on December 17,
2019. a b c Maps Against Humanity release the expansion of Hillary and Trump. wired.com archive from the original dated September 7, 2017. Received on October 11, 2017. Maps Against Humanity releases special food themed maps inside popsicles. A Chicagoan. Archive from the original on October 12, 2015. Received on October 5,
2015. a b SWEET: Roskam faces super PAC billboards from 'Committee of Troubles'. suntimes.com archive from the original dated October 11, 2017. Received on October 11, 2017. Cards Against Humanity super PAC buys anti-Trump billboard. abc7ny.com. September 29, 2016. Archive from the original on October 11, 2017. Received
on October 11, 2017. Erak, Becky. Maps Against Humanity group put up a 90-foot jibe at Donald Trump. chicagotribune.com archive from the original dated October 11, 2017. Received on October 11, 2017. Samuelson, Kate. Anti-Trump Billboard with an Arabic message erected in Michigan. It's time. Archive from the original dated
December 22, 2016. Received on October 11, 2017. Clive R. Wutson (October 18, 2016). Billboard mocks Donald Trump: He can't read it. Archive from the original on October 11, 2017. Received October 11, 2017 through www.washingtonpost.com. Maps Humanity's super PAC posted a brilliant Trump dismantling - in Arabic.
theweek.com. October 18, 2016. Archive from the original on October 11, 2017. Received on October 11, 2017. One of the coolest anti-Trump ads of 2016 has a headline Most of You won't understand. adweek.com archive from the original dated October 11, 2017. Received on October 11, 2017. Xerber, Brian. Maps Against Humanity
buys part of the U.S. border so Trump can't build his wall. Mashable. Archive from the original dated November 14, 2017. Received on November 14, 2017. The company's game redistributes wealth in the last share. NBC Chicago. Received on December 10, 2017. Maps against humanity. Chicago Tribune Puzzle review. Archive from the
original on February 25, 2011. Received on June 13, 2011. Maps against humanity. Thrillist review. Archive from the original dated July 27, 2011. Received on June 13, 2011. Maps Against Humanity page on BoardGameGeek. Archive from the original on June 7, 2011. Maps Against Humanity: Party Game for Horrible People (UK Edition)
Review Archive April 7, 2014, at Wayback Machine. Games and tea. Received on April 3, 2014. Brooks, Dan (October 7, 2016). Letter of complaint: cards against humanity. The New York Times. Archive from the original on October 18, 2016. Received on October 25, 2016. Adamczyk, Laura (October 7, 2016). The writer opposes maps
against humanity. Club A.V. Club A.V. Archive from the original dated October 26, 2016. Received on October 25, 2016. Roy, Jessica. Maps Vs. Humanity co-creator: Sorry for the transphobic cards. Splinter News. Received on October 29, 2019. Clement, Sophie. The absolute worst map of map against humanity has been discovered.
Microphone. Received on October 29, 2019. Stmick-Paul, Hefziba V.; Wilson, Rye-I (July 24, 2016). Equal opportunities for racism? The Card Against Humanity review, created by Josh Dillon, Daniel Dranov, Eli Halpern, Ben Huntut, David Munch, David Pinsof, Max Temkin and Eliot Weinstein, distributed by Maps Against Humanity LLC.
Humanity and society. 40 (3): 361–364. doi:10.1177/0160597616653154. Directed by Samuel (February 7, 2018). The inhumanity of cards against humanity. I think. 17 (48): 39–50. doi:10.1017/S1477175617000318. Maps against humanity. Maps against humanity. Received on October 29, 2019. Saxena, Jaya (December 17, 2014). Why
I gave up playing cards against humanity. Daily point. Received on October 29, 2019. Further reading by Walker, Rob (September 1, 2016). Maps Against Humanity was a huge win for this small print shop. Bloomberg.com. External links The official website is derived from cards against humanity 4th expansion pdf. cards against humanity
4th expansion pack
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